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Xin-Kejuxue(the Study of Imperial Examination) is a new crossology which 
used the interdisciplinary study(IDs) methodology to research the personnel 
phenomenon and operational regularity of factors in the Keju system, as well as a 
speciality in its processing discipline institutionalization. Xin-Kejuxue is in its 
discipline formation stage which has two basic characteristics and regularity: on the 
one hand, it’s based on the inchoation of the historical imperial examination system 
and servicing the reform as well as practice of modern examinations; on the other 
hand, it’s a study field which emphasizes in textual research of imperial examination 
system, and a speciality in its processing discipline institutionalization too. Through 
twenty years’ study and development, Xin-Kejuxue is in its critical period of two 
transformations on construction of discipline system and disciplinary institution 
building, which has produced the need of special methodology on theory and practice. 
Recently, some researchers of imperial examination begin to concern the IDs 
methodology increasingly, and use it to explore the disciplinary theoretical system of 
Xin-Kejuxue as well as obtain some achievements. 
Based on the rational analysis and scientific definitions of IDs as well as its 
correlative core concepts, I think that the unique research object of Xin-Kejuxue and 
its interdisciplinarity which decide the relevance as well as objectivity of IDs 
methodology from new perspective on the project of disciplinary formation, and its 
diversity of disciplinary history, pluralism of the disciplinary standard, richness of 
background discipline as well as research community and so on,all of which decide 
the necessity and importance of IDs methodology. 
By the use of IDs methodology analysis the normalization of the special research 
object, categories,discipline nature and the disciplinary system of Xin-Kejuxue, which 
are favorable to corroborate the rationality and feasibility of Xin-Kejuxue as a 
interdisciplinary learning as well as a new crossology, at the same time,make use of 
IDs methodology can reconstruct the imagination of Xin-Kejuxue and researchers, 













orientation to theoretical system of Xin-Kejuxue. The “double effects” of “paradigm 
revolution” obtained effective verification on the disciplinary Derivation and 
Differentiation as well as interdisciplinary integration.And more, by comparing the 
process, the similarities and differences of constructing the disciplinary institution and 
obtaining the discipline organizational system of new crossology between China and 
foreign, through the close combination of the disciplinary culture field and the 
administrative tendency of the national situation on the disciplinary construction 
system with Chinese characteristics. Then, this research explores the effective route of 
using foreign experience for reference to construct the new crossology of 
Xin-Kejuxue, also includes those key theoretical issues, for example, the curriculum 
system, connotation and formation values, rationality evaluation of IDs methodology. 
It’s a sustained, complicated, systematic project of perfecting the theories and 
implementing the discipline construction based on the categories of Xin-Kejuxue. IDs 
as the special and important methodology of Xin-Kejuxue is helpful to promote the 
construction of the disciplinary system as well as the building of the disciplinary 
institution, which can happen to structural revolution, produce new morphology and 
enter new developing stage. By use IDs methodology to accelerate the transition from 
“speciality level” to “discipline process”, based on which to cross the disciplinary 
formation stage, finally to promote the maturity, systematization of theoretical system 
and governmental legalization of disciplinary institution construction of Xin-Kejuxue. 
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引  论：古人学问无遗力 
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面。如何区分古代“科举学”（准备分科应举之学，study of imperial examination for 























































































































































                                                        
①陈兴德.民国科举学述评[A].刘海峰 主编.科举制的终结与科举学的兴起[C].武汉:华中师范大学出版
社,2006:487-488. 
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